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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL

During the period of March 13 to Aprj.^ ^1 . 1974 geophysical surveys were 

carried out by Barringer Research Limited on behalf of Kamlo Gold Mines 

Limited over the four new claims and over the water covered portion of 

the old claims in the Eagle Lake Area, District of Kenora, Ontario. The 

new claims were acquired after completion of an earlier geological and 

geophysical survey covering the adjacent claims to the north. The pur 

pose of the induced polarization survey on the new claims was to define 

the limits of an induced polarization anomaly detected by the earlier 

survey. The IP anomaly was found to be associated with disseminated 

mineralization containing chalcopyrite .

The water covered portion of the old claim group was surveyed with vertical 

loop electromagnetic survey, to detect massive sulphide mineralization. 

A magnetometer survey was also carried out covering the water covered 

portions of the old claim group as well as the new claims.

1 . 2 PROPERTY

The addition to the old property consists of four claims, numbered Ĵ SAS^d 

t^o K3ft49^.7 ^ncJ.usJLve . The original property consists of 18 contiguous 

mining claims around Fornieri Bay, just west of Buchan Bay in Eagle Lake, 

southwest of Dryden, Ontario. The original claims are numbered ffi4634Q 

tp KJJJ4635.0 an<| K3§§956 fcp fi|368962. ra^. ^g^us^ve^ The property is located 

in the District of Kenora.

1.3 ACCESS

The property is about 18 miles by road from Dryden {Hwys. 16 and 59) to 

Eagle Lake and a further seven miles by boat to the property. It is about 

22 air miles from Dryden to the claim group where float (or ski) planes 

may land on Eagle Lake near the property. The Canadian Pacific Railway's
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main line passes through Dryden and Minnitaki, about four miles north of 

Eagle Lake.

Reference: Topographic Map NTS 52F/11.

1.4 HISTORY AND ; PREVIOUS WORK

Geological and geophysical surveys were carried out by Barringer Research 

on behalf of Kamlo Gold Mines in the fall of 1973. A report discussing 

the results of this survey was submitted in November 1973 and we referred 

to it for detailed information about the history and previous work on 

the property.

1.5 SURVEY CONTROL

The survey lines of the new claims are continuations to the south of the 

lines north of the base line. The line spacing is a nominal 4p(Lfeet with 

stations every 100 feet. The survey lines established on land were con 

tinued to the north to cover the water covered portion of the old claim 

group,

1.6 GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

The induced polarization survey consisted of 74 stations read covering 

1.34 line miles including the detail survey. The magnetometer survey 

covered 12.23 line miles; the number of stations read were 741. The
 

vertical loop electromagnetic survey consisted of 523 readings covering 

8.78 line miles.

1.7 PERSONNEL

The surveys were carried out by Mr. J. N. Fulop, P. Eng., Geophysicist

and local helpers, under the supervision of Mr. Frank L. Jagodits, P. Eng.,

Chief Geophysicist.
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2. SURVEY PROCEDURES

2.1 MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

The survey was carried out along the lines and readings were obtained 

at 100 foot intervals, except in areas of steep magnetic gradient, 

where intermediate readings were also obtained. The McPhajEL-proton  . ̂  

GP 70 magnetometer was used. It measures the earth's total magnetic 

field to the nearest one gamma intensity value. The survey was carried 

out in magnetometer loops commencing and terminating within two hours 

at a magnetometer base station. The data of the present survey is tied 

to the previous survey and the readings were corrected for the diurnal 

variations of the magnetic field.

2.2 INDUCED POLARIZATION SURVEY

The induced polarization survey used a i^^f-dipnlA ftlppfr-rflflp _flryf y with 

"a" = 200 feet and^ =.4 and 2 for the reconnaissance survey for a 

potential dipole to current pole distance of 200 and 400 feet respectively. 

The detail survey used the same "a" spacing and n * 3 and 4 for dipole 

to pole separation of 600 and 800 feet respectively, for greater penetra 

tion and more information.

The potential dipole and current pole move in unison along the survey lines, 

while the second current pole (infinity) is fixed at a distance which is 

sufficient large so as not to affect significantly the current distribution 

of the moving current pole. Usually this distance is at least 10 times the 

"na" spacing from the nearest point of the grid.

A_2.5 ._Kjw. frr^nspi^fir-aenqrafepfc unit was employed for this survey. 

2.3 ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

The vertical loop electromagnetic survey was carried out using the broadside 

tandem array. In the broadside tandem array the receiver and transmitter
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are situated on parallel survey lines and are moving simultaneously along 

their respective lines, taking readings at 100 foot intervals. The trans 

mitter and receiver operators are at the same respective stations on their 

respective lines. The plane of the transmitting coil contains the point of 

observation during the measurement of the dip angle. Visual and/or voice 

communication is maintained between the operators. The survey lines were 

400 feet apart and readings were obtained at 100 foot intervals along the 

lines at 600 Hz.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENTATION 

3.1 INDUCED POLARIZATION SYSTEM

The induced polarization system used is the time-domain system. The DC- 

pulse or time-domain approach to the induced polarization method comprises 

of passing direct current through the ground which builds up charges on 

the interfaces between metallic minerals and electrolytes. The current is 

switched off and the re-distribution of these charges is measured as a 

voltage decay (referred to as "overvoltage" or IP effect) at the ground 

surface. Comparison of this secondary voltage (V ) with the primary 

voltage (V ) when the current is on provides a measure of the chargeability 

of the sub-surface.

The system consists of a generator set, a transmitter and receiver. The 

generator set, consisting of an engine driven alternator and voltage regu 

lator, provides the primary power at 120V AC-400 Hz to the transmitter.
ft 

The transmitter contains the circuitry and front panel controls to step up

and convert the primary AC voltage to a rectangular low frequency waveform, 

the amplitude of which can be selected by the operator for application to 

the ground. The transmitter also contains switching circuitry for the 

current. The current is applied to the ground for 2.0 seconds and it is 

switched off for 2.0 seconds. The polarity of current is reversed after 

each pulse.

The generator set and transmitter are manufactured bv jjuntec Limited of 

Toronto, and are available as 2.5 or 7.5 Kw units. The receiver is the 

Newmont designed N IV, manufactured bv Crone Geophysics limited. Mississauga, 

Ontario. The receiver contains its own power supply and has an SP buck- 

out, manual and automatic. After the primary voltage between the potential 

electrodes has been determined, the receiver automatically integrates the 

secondary voltage between 0.45 and 0.90 seconds (M) as well as between 

0.90 - 1.35 seconds (N) after the termination of each primary current pulse 

for six consecutive pulses (3 complete cycles), compares the sum to the 

primary voltage measurement and displays a readout directly in milliseconds 

on a meter.
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The applied current is measured on the transmitter and the apparent 

resistivity for the given electrode array calculated from the current 

(Ig) and primary voltage (V ) and factor applicable to the electrode 

array employed.

In most environments the measurement of the chargeability can be repeated 

to an accuracy of 5 - 10% or better, depending on the power rating and 

ground resistivity.

3.2 TOTAL FIELD MAGNETOMETER

The proton precession, or nuclear precession, magnetometer measures 

magnetic field total intensity regardless of direction. For the measure 

ment the magnetic spins of the hydrogen nuclei, protons, of the fluid in 

the sensory head are aligned in one direction by the polarizing current 

in the coil. The polarizing current is terminated abruptly and the proton 

spin-axes deviate, precess, from the imposed alignment under the influence 

of the external, earth's magnetic field. The precession frequency is 

directly proportional to the intensity of the external field. The pre 

cession frequency is measured and converted to gammas of field strength. 

The measurement is thus absolute, and no instrumental drift need to be 

accounted for. The £iyjEfl^Lj£ftUAtiSflfc *n fc^e eart^' s field have to be 

corrected for to bring all measurements to a common point in time and space.

pyoftpn GP 70 magnetometer is a proton precession instrument 

measuring the field to the nearest 1 gamma.
 

3.3 ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

The instrument used for the survey was the {jtfhflEjflEJl JBYftfnfiffl   .; . 

by McPhar Geophysics Limited of Toronto, in the vertical loop mode. The 

instrument can be operated at two frequencies namely 600 Hz and 2400 Hz. 

The instrument measures the dip angle of the resultant field by means of a 

search coil with an attached clinometer. For this survey the system was 

operated at a frequency of
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4. DATA REDUCTION AND PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS

9

As it was indicated earlier the present magnetic survey is tied to the 

previous survey and the readings are corrected for diurnal variations.

The results of both magnetometer surveys are presented together as contours 

of equal intensity of the magnetic field. The contour interval is 50 

gammas with suitably larger intervals in areas of steep magnetic gradient. 

The value of the magnetic field is indicated at each station (Dwg. Nos. 

5-363-2A and 2B). The electromagnetic data is presented in the form of 

profiles of the dip angle of the resultant electromagnetic field, along 

each survey line. The vertical scale of the profiles is 1 inch equals 

10 degrees (Dwg. Nos. 5-363-3A and 3B).

The induced polarization and resistivity data is presented in the .form 

of profiles, one set for each separation in the reconnaissance survey, 

while detail work and the corresponding reconnaissance work is shown in 

the form of pseudo-sections. The horizontal scale for the profiles is 

1 inch equals 200 feet and the vertical scale is 1 inch equals 100 milli 

seconds for the chargeability and 1 inch equals 1000 ohm-metres for the 

apparent resistivity (Dwg. Nos. 5-363-4B and 5B). The pseudo-sections 

are presented at a scale of 1 inch equals 200 feet (Dwg. No. 5-363-6).

Normalized chargeabilities were also calculated and presented on the 

pseudo-sections only. The normalized chargeability equals the apparent 

chargeability divided by the apparent resistivity and multiplied by 1000. 

It has the dimension of farads/meter.

The interpretation of the data is shown on the Interpretation Map (Dwg. 

No. 5-363-7).
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5. KNOWN GEOLOGY

The Kamlo Area has been mapped by two government geologists. The first 

mapping is by W. W. Moorhouse: "Geology of the Eagle Lake Area", Ontario 

Department of Mines, Volume XLVIII, Part IV, 1939» the second mapping is 

by A. M. Goodwin: "Preliminary Report on Volcanism and Mineralization in 

the Lake of the Woods - Manitoba Lake, Wabigoon Region of Northwestern 

Ontario" P.R. 1965, Ontario Department of Mines.

The earlier exploration programme of the property included geological 

mapping and M. L. Halladay, Senior Geologist of Barringer Research mapped 

the property in 1973, The report of the survey, combined with the geo 

physical report was submitted to Kamlo Gold Mines in 1973. The following 

is extracted from the report by M. L. Halladay and for detailed information 

the reader is referred to the report.

"Eagle Lake lies within the eastern part of a regional belt of volcanics, 

volcanogenic intrusions and large composite' granite batholiths.

Rock sequences on the Kamlo property are generally of an acid composition, 

most are believed to be tuffaceous and at least some are gradational one 

to another. One horizon is believed to be a rhyolitic flow and other rocks 

are seen which might be either rhyolitic or tuffaceous. Very little is 

known about the sequence (relative ages) of the rocks because there are few 

good dip measurements available and although synclines and anticlines are 

believed present, they have not been defined. Outcrop is prolific along 

the coast but very scarce inland.

A horizon of rock, believed to be crystal tuff, along the southwest coast 

of Kamlo, continues south beyond the south boundary of the property. Near 

the top of the western peninsula of Kamlo this crystal tuff grades upwards 

to altered (slightly brownish) crystal tuff grading upwards to a mottled 

blue rhyolitic rock overlain by a chert series which changes in colour from 

purple (adjacent to the mottled blue rock) to brown to white. Nearby are 

horizons of amygdaloidal andesite and rhyolite whose positions are not 

defined. The chert outlined (partially) the northern part of the peninsula,



while the crystal tuff is seen inland on the peninsula. This suggests that 

the peninsula may be formed by a fold with north-south axis (probably anti-
*

clined). It is possible that Fornieri Bay represents an adjacent syncline. 

These features could have originated with intrusion of the granite which 

lies at the west margin of Kamlo, and in which are located the old Grace 

and Buffalo gold mines, and also the Pioneer Island and Eldorado gold 

locations. The general trend of formations is east-west (primary folding) 

but, as mentioned above, a secondary folding is superimposed, particularly 

in the west, with north-south axes.

Near the chert is seen a cherty bluish rhyolite with quartz eyes and small 

dark quartz phenocrysts, which could be either a flow or a tuff. It is 

believed to lie above the chert.

Granite is known to underlie the western water claims of the Kamlo property. 

It outcrops on a small island off the west peninsula.

Five miles further west, along the western margin of the intrusive granite, 

are several gold occurrences in quartz veins which cut the granite margin 

and the country rock.

A similar occurrence of gold is reported from the Fornieri showings in the 

central part of the property. An attempt was made to map the old trenches 

but this now proved to be impossible. The old trenches are largely filled 

with rubble, soil, sizeable trees and other vegetation.

*

Consequently, little of the wallrock was observable in outcrop, and re 

lationships were nowhere observable. However, rock types seen around the 

trenches were the familiar rock types of the area: a cherty blue rhyolite 

with quartz eyes and a slightly feldspathic, fine grained crystal tuff, 

neither of which is believed to be an intrusive rock in its regular mode 

of occurrence. Former descriptions of the occurrence refer to "feldspar 

porphyry (rhyolite?) fragmental volcanics, and quartz porphyry". The 

description also notes "The porphyry appears to intrude the associated 

rocks". Apparently the gold occurred in drag-folded quartz veins and was 

too erratic to be of economic value.
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The Fornieri showing was located on what now is claim number K346344 of 

the Kamlo Group. Information recently obtained indicates that gold values 

are extremely erratic, and that the entire showing was thoroughly channel 

sampled without location of consistent mineralization. The sensitive geo 

physical surveys recently conducted over the property indicate that the 

mineralization associated with the showing occurs both east and west of the 

trenches. However, in view of the discouraging results obtained in former 

trench sampling, this zone is given low priority.

A large number of strong IP responses were obtained by the earlier survey 

in the west to the central part of the property. Fortunately, some indica 

tion of their relative importance can be assumed by findings of the geo 

logical survey. The latter indicates that small amounts of chalcopyrite 

are apparent in the disseminated sulphides of the area around the bottom 

of Fornieri Bay, while the sulphides further west rarely display any 

chalcopyrite. The best two grab samples assayed ran 0.005 oz. per ton gold, 

0.26 oz. per ton silver, 0.44% copper and 0.04 oz. per ton gold, 0.47 oz. 

per ton silver and 0.72% copper respectively.
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6. INTERPRETATION 

6.1 GENERAL

The induced polarization technique is unique among geophysical methods in 

that it is able to detect both massive and disseminated sulphide mineraliza 

tion. It does not depend entirely on the contrast in conductivity between 

the mineralized zone and the host rock, as the electromagnetic induction 

methods do. The induced polarization effect comes from the physical 

phenomenon of build-up of electrical charges at the interfaces between 

metallic sulphides and fluids in pore-spaces in the rock under the influence 

of a current applied to the ground. When this primary current is interrupted 

the accumulated charges dissipate and in the process set up secondary 

currents which can be measured.

The ratio between the secondary and primary currents is the chargeability 

measure. In the practical case the voltages are measured rather than the 

currents themselves, but the chargeability remains the same. Although 

initially the induced polarization method was devised to detect low grade 

dissemination of copper sulphides, it has been found that some metallic 

oxides, such as magnetite, metals in the .native state, and graphite also ~ 

give IP effects. Due to the nature of crystal arrangement in a massive 

sulphide body this also gives a measurable chargeability. The amplitude 

and type of IP anomaly is dependent upon the average mineral content in a 

volume of rock as well as the size of the mineral grains. Very fine grain 

mineralization usually gives a higher chargeability value than a coarse 

grained deposit of the same average grade. Concentration of the mineraliza 

tion within a small volume, such as occurs in a massively mineralized zone 

lower the resistivity to an appreciable degree. The resistivity measure 

ments are obtained at the same time as the chargeabilities (Section 3.1, 

above). Sulphide concentrations as low as one percent or less can be 

successfully mapped with IP provided that this mineral content occurs over 

a volume of rock which is comparable in size with the volume measured. The 

volume of the sub-surface which is used for each reading depends upon the 

separation between the electrodes, and can therefore be adjusted to fit the 

exploration problem at hand.
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On a number of occasions negative chargeabilities were observed which may 

be of the results of conductive overburden and abnormal current distribu 

tion in and around fracture zones. In some instances no reliable readings 

could be obtained. Early break-up conditions prevented IP surveying in 

the southern end of the bay.

The magnetic data were studied for correlation with the IP anomalies, for 

structural and lithological information. The magnetic map was divided 

into seven magnetic units. The characteristics of magnetic anomalies are 

similar within these units. These characteristics are: amplitude, width, 

strike, frequency, base level. The units were correlated with the known 

geology as discussed below.

The magnetic contours have also been studied for expressions of faulting 

and shear zones. Faults and shear zones are interpreted from magnetic 

gradients and abrupt terminations and displacements of magnetic trends.

In the case of the vertical loop electromagnetic technique the primary 

electromagnetic field is produced by a vertical coil which can be air- 

cored like the McPhar SS15 or by a ferrite core loop, Barringer LEM and 

McPhar VHEM. If a conductor is located in the path of the primary field, 

eddy currents will be created in the conductor which in turn produces the 

secondary electromagnetic field. This secondary electromagnetic field 

opposes the primary field. The vertical loop instrument measures the 

direction of the total (i.e. primary plus secondary) magnetic field. 

The direction of the total field is 'do'iiraW6^ by first locating the strike 

and then the dip of the magnetic field. ^In the absence of any underground 

conductor, the signal in the receiver coil will vanish altogether,' when the 

receiver coil axis lies perpendicular to the direction of the primary 

magnetic field.

When a secondary magnetic field exists, it is generally displaced from the 

primary field in phase as well as in direction.
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When approaching a conductor the total field will dip away from the con 

ductor, the dip angle will be zero over the top of the conductor and it 

will dip towards the conductor when leaving it.

6.2. DETAILED INTERPRETATION 

6.2.1 EM Survey

(i)

The electromagnetic response is characterized by small dip angles; 

in the majority of the cases it is nearly zero. This fact may in 

dicate lack of massive sulphide mineralization in the water covered 

areas and/or conductive lake bottom sediments may have prevented 

the penetration of the electromagnetic waves.

Four conductors were outlined.

(ii) Conductor C-l

The conductor is quite clearly indicated at the northern ends of 

Lines 28B and 32E. South dip angles on Lines 20E and 24E may also 

be associated with the conductor if the corresponding north angles 

exist, they will be outside the property. The conductor is associated 

with a-strong magnetic anomaly; this anomaly appears as the projected 

continuation of an iron formation located further west.

As the EM anomaly is located near the northern boundary, the anomaly 

is not completely described. However, it is suggested that its source 

is near surface and probably steeply dipping. Because of the proximity 

of the interpreted iron formation, the anomaly is not considered as a 

high priority exploration target.

(iii) Conductor C-2

The conductor is located in the southernmost part of Fornieri Bay. 

It strikes approximately northeast and is indicated on Lines 24E and 

28E. Since the anomalies are of low amplitude, the line-to-line 

correlation is not definite, hence the strike direction is ambiguous.
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The apparent axis of the conductor correlations with magnetic lows* 

on both lines. A nearly north striking interpreted fault in the 

southernmost bay appear to cut-off the magnetic anomalies on the 

west.

The conductor axis on Line 24E is some 70 feet east from a headland 

where a fault was mapped in feldspathic tuffs. Sulphides were noted 

on the shear planes (pyrite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite). It may be 

then assumed that the EM conductor is also cut-off and the strike 

determined from the EM data is only apparent, although the shape of 

the EM curves suggest the northeasterly strike.

On the western shores of the embankment sulphides were also noted 

but not in the close vicinity of the apparent axis of the conductor. 

Although the conductor appears to be in a reasonably favourable geo 

logic setting, i.e. sulphide mineralization on the shores, the EM

and magnetic evidences are ambiguous. Further work on this anomaly
ft 

will be recommended only if encouraging results will be obtained from

drilling other targets.

(iv) Conductor C-3

The conductor can be interpreted as being caused by a wide, vertically 

dipping conductor or a horizontal sheet conductor. It is of low ampli 

tude and observed only on Line 4E. It correlates with a magnetic 

anomaly. The previous IP surveys indicate a resistivity low at the 

conductor within an IP anomalous zone, which would give some support 

to vertical, wide conductor interpretation. ,

(v) Conductor C-4

It is a very weak anomaly, near the northern shore of the island on 

Line 16W. It is mentioned here only for the sake of completeness 

but not considered significant.
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6.2.2 Magnetic Survey

(i) General

The map areas were divided into seven magnetic units displaying uni 

form magnetic characteristics.

(ii) Magnetic Unit 1

The most intense magnetic anomaly is included in the unit located in 

the northernmost claims. It coincides with the projected continuation 

of an iron formation located further west outside the survey area.

(iii) Magnetic Unit 2

The unit extends from the north to the south and is characterized by 

low magnetic relief. The geologic map shows outcrop felsic rocks 

(tuffs, rhyolites) and on the basis of the magnetic evidence these 

rocks appear to extends over the water covered portion of the claims.

The two magnetic anomalies on Lines 20E and 32E in the central map 

area may indicate andesite, as suggested by geologic mapping, although 

mapped andesites 1500 feet to the north does not exhibit a magnetic 

response.

There is insufficient magnetic evidence to distinguish between the 

tuffs and the rhyolite underlying the unit.

(iv) Magnetic Unit 3 '  

The unit occupies Sheet A and the westernmost part of Sheet B. It 

is characterized by very low magnetic relief, the only anomaly of some 

measure is occurring in the northern half of Sheet A. Uniform felsic 

rocks, probably granite, may underlie the unit.

(v) Magnetic Unit 4

Magnetic Unit 4 covers the island just north of the westerly peninsula 

bordering Fornieri Bay. The anomalies extend beyond the island but 

their cause appears to be terminated by northwest trending interpreted
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faults on the east as well as on the west. Magnetite and sulphides 

were found on the shores of the island in rhyolite which can account 

for the magnetic response.

(vi) Magnetic Unit 5

The unit is located south of Unit 4. The character of the anomalies 

are suggestive of a deeper source, probably intermediate composition, 

(andesite?).

(vii) Magnetic Unit 6

The unit is characterized by east-west/northeast-southwest striking 

anomalies. The width of the anomalies increases towards the south 

suggestive probably of a deeper source. The mapped geology indicates 

tuffs (crystal/feldspathic), rhyolite and rhyolite tuff. Irregular 

occurrences of pyrrhotite, magnetite and east-west shearing may explain 

the apparently different magnetic signature of the rocks within the 

unit; similar rocks exhibit essentially no magnetic response elsewhere 

in the survey area.

(viii) Magnetic Unit 7 

The unit occupies the southeastern quadrant of Sheet B.

The character of the anomalies vary from north to south. The most 

southerly anomalies are believed to be caused by near surface sources, 

while northern ones, especially the northernmost, northwest striking 

anomaly is suggestive of a deeper source. Pelsic to intermediate 

composition rocks were mapped within the unit. There appears to be 

partial magnetic correlation with mapped andesite in the north of 

the unit.

A number of faults and/or shear zones were interpreted from the 

magnetic data, striking northeast and northwest. East-west faulting 

was also interpreted although it may not be as obvious as the north 

east/northwest trending structures.
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6.2.3 Induced Polarization Survey

The induced polarization data obtained by the present survey confirms the 

extension of the anomalous zone to the south of the old survey. The 

character of the anomalies are similar. The strongest "responses were 

obtained on the far west decreasing towards the east. Some of the IP 

anomalies have direct magnetic association where magnetite may be a 

contributor to the IP effect.

Detail surveying on Lines 4E and 8E suggest increasing chargeability with 

depth towards the south. The resistivity data indicates a lower resistivity 

rock type to the south of Station 8+OOS on Line 4E and south of Station 

6+OOS on Line 8E. The chargeability decreases with depth on Line 24E 

where the resistivity pseudo-section indicates a low resistivity zone ex 

tending from the surface down to a penetration depth at n = 4 at Station 

2+OOS. Shear zones may be indicated by this zone. Large numbers of 

negative chargeabilities were obtained on this line which may be due to 

the effect of the shear zone.

The anomaly on Line 24E, together with the anomaly north of the base line 

is of interest because of the mineralization found on the surface. The 

mineralization is on the base line east of Line 24. Mineralization was also 

noted northeast of the IP zone. The anomaly will be recommended for testing.

The generally high level of chargeability in the westernmost zone indicates 

widespread mineralization, which may increase with depth as indicated by 

the detail work.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

During the spring of 1974 geophysical surveys were carried out by 

Barringer Research on behalf of Kamlo Gold Mines Limited in the Buchan 

Bay Area, Eagle Lake, Ontario.

The vertical loop electromagnetic survey outlined two conductors of some 

significance. The conductor occurring in the northernmost claim is 

associated with a magnetic high, believed to represent iron formations. 

For the present it is not considered as a high priority target.

The second conductor is in the southernmost embankment in Pornieri Bay. 

The evidence from magnetics and EM appear somewhat contradictory, never 

theless the conductor is located in an area where sulphide mineralization 

was seen at surface. It is not a strong conductor and is an area of 

interpreted and observed faulting and/or shearing. A conductive shear 

zone with some mineralization is the likely cause. Testing of the con 

ductor will not be recommended at this time, but should be reviewed when 

results from the recommended drilling becomes available.

The magnetic map was divided into seven magnetic units of uniform magnetic 

character. Magnetic Unit 1, is believed to represent iron formation. 

Magnetic Unit 3 is quite distinct and indicating the granite. Correlation 

was found between magnetics and mapped andesite although irregular. In the 

westernmost part of Sheet A which is occupied by Magnetic Units 4, 5 and 

6, the geology is similar to areas on the east; the magnetic character is 

markedly different in the two areas. The stronger and variable magnetics 

in the west are believed to be caused by the combination of irregular dis 

tribution of pyrrhotite and magnetite and structure.

The IP survey confirmed the extension of the anomalous zone in the north 

to the south in the new claims. The strongest response occurs in the west 

on Lines 4E and 8E, decreasing gradually to the east. In the east the IP 

responses are somewhat lower than to the north in the old claims.
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ChprkpH hy

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH

1 Approved hy 

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH

Approved hy

tromapnptir RaHinmetrir
(enter days per claim) .

US I G N A T 1 T R>U  -^^L^ faA-**~*$ {l^A^Cs^
Aithor of Rcporllor Agent

o ^^Onalifirations X' J C)

Hatp

^t-

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

K 346 34<f
(prefix) (number)

..................................346.^§................

346 347

346 3.48

..................................M6..150................. 

..................................3J58..5S&................ 

..................................3J58..9S.7................. 

..................................368..9S8................. 

..................................36B..959................. 

..................................368..960.................

..................................J68..961................. 

368 962

364 914

*64.*i*

^J,^/

3VCiV^

2>H^3 £/5
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Show instrument technical data in each space for 
type of survey submitted or indicate "not applicable"

GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS

Number of Stations_ 

Station interval____ 

Line spacing_____

.Number of Readings  741

1,00 feet
400 feet

Profile scale or Contour intervals 100 gamma contour interval
(specify for each type of survey)

MAGNETIC 

Instrument _ McPhar Proton GP 70

Accuracy - Scale constant  2 
Diurnal correction methnH base station looping 

Base station location____________________
line 28E at the base line

ELECTROMAGNETIC

Instrument.

Coil configuration. 

Coil separation__ 

Accuracy_______

Method: 

Frequency____

tZl Fixed transmitter D Shoot back D Inline D Parallel line

(specify V.L.F. station)

Parameters measured. 
GRAVITY

Instrument______

Scale constant.

Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy________________ 
INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY

Instrument______________________

Time domain. 

Frequency__ 

Power_____

Frequency domain. 

. Range__________

Electrode array_ 

Electrode spacing. 

Type of electrode.



GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

•

1J
i
as 
8

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT 
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION. CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey Electromaqnetic"
Township or Arra Buchan Bav Area
Claim hoHer(s) Kamlo Gold Mines Ltd.

Author of Report F.L. Jagodits
Address 304 Carlinaview Drive, Rexdale
Covering Pates r>f Survy 13 March to 11 April, 1974

(linccutting to office) 
Total Miles of Line rut.. 12.9

SPECIAL PROVISIONS DAYS 
CREDITS REQUESTED rTenph -sical p" daim

F 1 f*f* t l*d"\YV"l QfTVl f*t I f 7fl

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first -Magnetometer ————————

\ survey — RaHiometric— . ..... .r - •- j •

ENTER 20 days for each -Other
additional survey using OroWiral
same grid. 

Georhemiral. . _...,„„„

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys) 

Magnetorneter frlertromajrnetir- „ Radiome/ric
(enter days per clainf) V f~)~^H 

DATEr I7 July, 74 SinMATTIRF.. F'L « Modj-tS
Author of Report or Agent

PROJECTS ! SECTION
Res. Geol. M Qualifirations ^ • f) 6

Previous Surveys J ' 1 -^ 1 ^ (̂H^^^^L^^a.^ t\l j ^-T^V
/y^d^Jt^. "^ft^ . '1>UMJ\ iotL/^fx-«J/L»., ^, :
P.hprkpH hy * *r1^te

GEOT-OninAT. HRANP.H

i Approved hy date

/"* 1? f^\ T f~\ O T/^AT [JU A\TOUI ^jrf^l, .JJjlJ^Yil.j^lj |1 1\ ri 1 1 vjll „ , .,,,

Approved hy ^ a tp

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

K Me m %*/
(prefix) (number) .

346 346 73
346 347 i'/£ 
346 348

346 349

346 350

368 956 Z/3

368 957 fy

368 958

368 959

368 960

368 961

368 962

(s\s\£^4Lf &f Ub4<-<*w^ /MKp'
* • ii 

Ooy-*AA*[ - ^ i \n/
i«^ /^o *• w* - /^y^ ) */*?

TOTAL CLAIMS 14



Show instrument technical data in each space for 
type of survey submitted or indicate "not applicable"

GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEY?
Number of Stations_ 
Station interval______
Line spacing_____

523 .Number of Readings. 523

100 feet

400 feet

Profile scale or Contour intervals.

MAGNETIC

Instrument____________

1" = 10 vertical profile scale
(specify for each type of survey)

Accuracy - Scale constant — 
Diurnal correction method. 
Base station location___

ELECTROMAGNETIC 

Instrument

Accuracy 
Method:
Frequency

McPhar V.H.EM

iguration.

ration

vertical Tx.
400 feet
±1°

Fixed transmitter 
600 hz.

CD Shoot back O Inline Parallel line

Parameters measured. 
GRAVITY

Instrument______

dip angle
(specify V.L.F. station)

Scale constant.
Corrections made_

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy_________
INDUCED POLARIZATION

Instrument__________

RESISTIVITY

Time domain. 
Frequency__ 
Power____

Frequency domain. 
. Range_______

Electrode array_ 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode,
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LEGEND

Contour Interval 50 gammas 
2500 gamma contour X" 
500 gamma contour 
100 gamma contour 

gamma contour 
nmpost (located,unlocated) DO

INDEX

X
V,'/, kr*

<:". r . !-. JAGODITS •

u ijerrp/ien fry 

RESF4RCH I Ti\

6SF11NEM4S 8.1618 BUCHAN BAY (EAQLE LA £10

KAMLO GOLD MINES LIMITED 

BUCHAN BAY AREA, DISTRICT OF KENORA.ONTARIO

TOTAL INTENSITY 
MAGNETICS

MAY 1974 Scale I "'200' i'\v- 5-363-2A



K346340K 346348L,,.,,

K 346341
K 346349

K 346342
K 346350

FORMgffJ.

34*6344

K 368956

Base Line 
(90°T)

K 364914

KAMLO GOLD MINES LIMITED

BUCHAN BAY AREA. DISTRICT OF KENORA, ONTARIOContour Interval 50 gammas
2500 gamma contour
500 gamma contour
100 gamma contour
50 gamma contour
Claim post (located, unlocated) DO

TOTAL INTENSITY 
MAGNETICS

Work undertaken by ^ ^ \ lA_O

'F1ARRINGER RESEARCH LTD, Toronto, Canada Scale l"=200' DWG. No. 5-363-2B
a.isia BUCHAN BAY IEAGIE UA



K368962 K 368959

K 368960K 368961

KAMLO GOLD MINES LIMITED
PARALLEL LINJ

' Profile scale I"*IO» 
Transmitter

BUCHAN BAY AREA, DISTRICT OF KENORA.ONTARK)

VERTICAL LOOP 
ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

Plotting configuration

Work undertaken by 
RESEARCH LTD, Toronto, Canada Scale I =200'MAY 1974 5-363-3A
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KAMLO GOLD MINES LIMITED
PARALLEL

BUCHAN BAY AREA, DISTRICT OF KENORA, ONTARIO
Profile seal* I "=10° 
Trqnimitttr VERTICAL LOOP 

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY
South I North 

| Plotting configuration

undertaken by 

WRRINGER RESEARCH LTD, Toronto, Cohado Scale l"«200' DWG. No. 5-363-3BMAY 19748.1618 BUCHAN BAY (EAOLE LA



K 346348 346347

K346346

K 346341K 346349

K346342
K 346350

K 346345

K368958

FORNIERI

K 346343K 346344

K 368956

K 368957

Base Line (90°)

K 364916K 364917

M
K 364914

KAMLO GOLD MINES LIMITED

Station ond R«ad,ng - ^Jf«Jbjity BUCHAN BAY AREA, DISTRICT OF KENORA, ONTARIO

• —— • Chorgeobihty profile-Scale l' = IOOmilli8ecs
- - - Resistivity profile - Scale l" = 1000 Ohm- metres 

D O Claim post- located, unlocoted

INDUCED POLARIZATION 
RESISTIVITY PROFILES

a = 300' POLE -DIPOLE ARRAYWork undf-rtok'en by 

BARRINGFR RESEARCH LTD, Toronto'Canada Scale l"=200' DWG. No. 5-363-4B6ZF11NEU4B B .I618 BUCHAN BAY (6AUU6 LA
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BAY
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INDEX

- A-

JfL Stotion ond Reading - Changeability
]*** ^ Re»mtivity

—— • Chargeabtlity prof lie-Scale I "= 100 millitec*
— -• Resittivity profile -Scale l"=IOOO Ohm-metre

DO Claim post-located, unlocoted

LA 260

Work undertaken by 

BARRIN6ER RESEARCH LTD, Toronto,

KAMLO GOLD MINES LIMITED

BUCHAN BAY AREA, DISTRICT OF KENORA, ONTARIO

INDUCED POLARIZATION 
RESISTIVITY PROFILES

Q-200 1 POLE-DIPOLE ARRAY n=2

"MAY 1974 Scole l"«200' DWG.N0.5-363-5B



IOS

CHARGEABILITY
Contour Interval 5 millisecs 

8S 65 4S 25 00

LINE 4E

LINE 8E

LINE 24E

LINE 32 E

LINE 40E

LINE44E

\

APPARENT RESISTIVITY
Contour Intervol 100 Ohm-metres

IOS 8S 6S 4S 25 00

lo

VlSc.

ELECTRODE CONFIGURATION

no
oo

NORMALIZED CHARGEABILITY
Contour Interval 5 farad-metres

IOS 8S 65 4S 2S

IHH N

an i u

It I

7 t

I6U

Plotting point

63FI1NEM46 a.1616 BUCHAN BAY (EAQUE UA £70

undertake by 
RESEARCH LTD, Toronto, Canada.
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n* 3

n«3

n*l

n-3

n*4

n-l

n-2

n» 3

n*l

n«3

KAMLO GOLD MINES LIMITED

BUCHAN BAY AREA, DISTRICT OF KENORA, ONTARIO

INDUCED POLARIZATION
RESISTIVITY SECTIONS 

a « 200' POLE-DIPOLE ARRAY
MAY 1974 SCALE l"*200' DWG.5-363-6
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LEGEND INDEX

> EM Conductor ond conductor numberC-l——
A —— — - — Approx. limit of magnetic unit and

unit number

1st order I.R anomaly 
U 2nd order I.Panomaly

-A-

• *W» Foult

7 Interpretation uncertain

location of interpreted fault 
and/or (hear zone

$hear zone coinciding 
with magnetic unit

D 3rd order I.P anomaly

• Work undertake* by 
\JTfiAHRINGEH RESEARCH LTD, roronrj, Canada

KAMLO GOLD MINES LIMITED

BUCHAN BAY AREA, DISTRICT OF KENORA.ONTARIO

INTERPRETATION MAP

MAY 1974 Scale I "=200" DWG 5-363-7A
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INDEX

-A-

6aH1NE«C46 S.1618 BUCHAN BAY IEAOUE UA S90

— —— —— Approx limit of magnetic unit and
unit number

'W^'VA^ Approx location of interpreted tault
and/or shear /one

Fault and/or shear zone coinciding 
with magnetic unit

Interpretation uncertain

1st order IP anomaly 

2nd order I P anomaly 

3rd order I P anomaly

rJJARRINGfR RFSFARCH IJ[) t Toron7j* Canada

KAMLO GOLD MINES LIMITED

BUCHAN BAY AREA, DISTRICT OF KENORA, ONTARIO

INTERPRETATION MAP

MAY 1974 Scale I"=200' DWG.No. 5-363-7B


